Measuring Workload with Paired Detectors.
Linear accelerator workloads for each available photon energy are important quantities to know for radiation safety considerations, and presented is a technique to measure the workload using paired detectors. The signals from the two detectors can give sufficient information to separate the signal contributions from 6 and 18 MV photon fields and, combined with a signal-per-monitor-unit calibration factor, yields the number of monitor units delivered for each energy. CR-39 NTD is a neutron detector chosen for its ability to discriminate between 6 MV and 18 MV radiation fields. TLD-100 is a detector responsive to both 6 MV and 18 MV fields. These appeared to be a good choice for a detector pair. This experiment had both failures and successes to report. The CR-39 NTD and TLD-100 were not a successful pairing. The CR-39 NTD signals saturated under this experiment's exposure conditions. The TLD-100 had a combination of detector noise and detector sensitivity that made extracting the 6 MV signal from the total signal impractical, unless the total exposure was overwhelmingly 6 MV. Nevertheless, the TLD-100 proved to be excellent for determining workloads when it was exposed to a single energy with 1% accuracy and 3% precision. The theory and data analysis showed the importance of understanding the noise contributions for the more general problem of pairing any two detector types. This experiment indicated the TLD-100 could be an excellent detector choice if paired with a suitable second detector.